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1. Introduction. It has been shown by Titchmarsh [l] how the

classical methods of the theory of complex functions can be used to

obtain the spectra and associated expansion theorems for the singular

cases of

x"(t) + [X - q(t)]x(t) = 0 [' = d/dt].

Conte and Sangren [2 ] have shown how these results can be general-

ized to a particular singular case for the pair of first order equations

xi(t) - {\ + qi(t)}x2(t) = 0,

xi(t) + {X + q2(t)}x!(t) = 0.

It is the objective of this paper to obtain the spectra for many addi-

tional singular cases of this pair of equations.

To avoid excessive details the presentation here will be formal.

The omitted details are contained in a General Atomic report [3].

The main results of this paper can be summarized in the following

theorem :

Theorem. Consider the system (1) over the semi-infinite interval

(0, a») and under the boundary conditions

(2) cos /3*i(0) + sin ßx2(0) = 0,

where ß is a real constant. A solution of the system (1), (2) is a vector

x with components Xi and x2 having continuous first derivatives and

satisfying this system. The values of X for which such solutions exist

are contained in

(i) the continuous spectrum when S(t), F(t) and a(t) are real;

(ii) the point spectrum when S(t) and a(t) are imaginary while F(t)

is complex.

Here a(t), F(t) and S(t) are functions of qi(t) and q2(t) which are de-

fined by equations (3), (6) and (8) respectively.

2. Preliminaries. On the finite interval (0, b) let

*(/, x) = M, x), <t>2(t, x)] ;     d(t, x) = [ex(t, x), e2(t, x)]

be two vector solutions of (1) that satisfy the conditions
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<j>i(0) = - sin ß,        4>2(0) = cos ß,

6i(0) = - cos ß,        82(0) = - sin ß.

The Wronskian of <p and 8 is defined by

Wt(d>, 6) = 4>i(t)e2(t) - <b2(t)6i(t).

Because Wt(4>, 0) is independent of t and W0(d>, 6) = i, Wt(d>, 0) = 1,

and d> and 6 are linearly independent solutions.

The general solution of (1) may be written as 6(t, X)+l(X)d>(t, X).

It is known [4; 5] that if this general solution satisfies Sturmian

boundary conditions at t = b, the eigenvalues will be real, simple,

discrete and extend from X = — a> to X= + «>. The corresponding

eigenfunctions are real functions of t. For the singular case the spec-

trum can be investigated by taking the limit of the general solution

as 2>—> «>.

As in the case of singular second order differential equations it can

be shown by a limit-circle, or limit-point argument that for IraX^O

system (1) will have a vector solution:

V(l, X) - 6(t, X) + m(X)d>(t, X)

belonging to the class of square integrable functions, L2(0, oo). The

function m(X) depends upon the limit of circles in the complex X-plane

and for t—► oo is either a limit-point or a point on a limit-circle. In the

limit-circle case all solutions are in the class L2(0, oo). Furthermore,

m(X) is analytic for Im X^O and m(I) =m(l).

The spectral distribution function is determined by the imaginary

part of m(X) [l]. The values of this distribution function in turn

determine the spectrum of the system (1).

3. A transformation of the basic equations. In order to deal with

the cases where the absolute value of qi(t), q2(t) or both become large

at infinity the following transformation of system (1) is considered.

The independent variable t is replaced by

(3) a(t) =   f '{[X + qi(s)][X + q2(s)]} "*ds.
J o

Formally this transformation gives

u2,

- Ui + R(\, qu q2)ui,

(4)

dui

da

du2

da
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where the components of the vector u(t) are defined by

Mt) = F(i)x2(t),

u2(t) = - F-\t)xi(t) + G(t)x2(t),

and

F(t, X) = [X + qi(t)MX + qt(t)]~lli

(6) G(l, X) = Mr*F-*(t, X),

R(X,qi,q2) - (ef)-*(?(t,\)F-Kt,\).

The transformed equations (4) have a form similar to (1). In con-

trast to equations (1), however, the coefficients on the right-hand

sides of equation (4) do not in general become large when X does or

when qi(t) or q2(t) or both become large.

It can be verified directly that a solution of (4) satisfies the integral

equations

Ui(0) sin a(t) + Ui(0) cos aXl)

+   f  Ui(s)S(s) sin [a(s) - a(t)]ds,
J o

- Ui(0) sin a(t) + Ut(0) cos a(t)

+  f   Ui(s)S(s) cos[a(s) - a(t)]ds
Jo

S(t) = G'(t)F-Kt).

4. Order properties of U(t, X). In order to determine the spectrum,

the order properties of the solution of equations (7) for large values of

t must be obtained. Before this can be accomplished the behavior of

a(t) for Í—»oo needs to be determined. The following nine cases are

considered as t—* « :

(1)     ?!(/)-» +  »,  3,(0-»-  oo ; (2)     Ji(/)->-  oo,  «»(/)-»+  °o ;

(3)     ?1(/) -* + oo ,  q2(t) -+ + oo ; (4)     9l(0 -» - oo,  q2(t) -► - oo ;

(5)     gi(/)->+   ao,9i(/)-»0; (6)     Çi(0-»O, Ç2(0->+oo;

(7) ?1(0->- oo, ?,(0-»O; (8) 5i(0-»O, ç2(0 -* - » ;

(9)    ?i(0-»Qi,      î*(0-»e».

It is advantageous to assume further that in all the cases qi(t) and

(7)
U2(t, X) =

where

(8)
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q2(t) are such that S(t) is L(0, »). Not all of those cases require sepa-

rate discussion.

Assume temporarily thatX is fixed and that Im X>0. The character

of a(t), which depends on the behavior of qi(t) and q2(t) as t—>», can

be determined after choosing a suitable branch cut leading to the

principal value of the square root function. It can easily be seen that

either Ima(t)->T°° or lma(()->-». Similarly, it is possible to

determine the behavior of F(t) and S(t). When Im X—>0 the only two

different cases turn out to be

(i) S(t), F(t) and a(t) are simultaneously real.

(ii) S(t), a(t) are imaginary, F(t) is complex.

The order properties of the solution of equations (7) for t—> », can

now be determined. Consequently, consider the case when Im a(t)

—>oo and e~iaW—>+ ». It follows immediately from equations (7)

that

Y+i(t) » eia(°  Ui(t) = £/2(0)e,a(i)sina(0 + £/1(0)e<a(') cos a(l)

+  C Y+i(s)S(s)eilaW~aW] sm[a(t) - a(s)]ds,
J o

Y+2(t) m eiait)U2(l) - - Ui(0)e"W siaa(t) + U2(0)e"(t) cos a(t)

+  rVi"(5)S(5)e'M<)""(s)1 cos[a(0 - a(s)]ds.
J o

Now, since | eiaC0 sin a(t) | ^ 1 and | eiaW cos a(t) \ ^ 1 it follows that

| Y+(t) |   ^  | Ui(0) |   + | Uo(0) |   +  f   | YÎ(s)S(s) | ds,
J o

| YÍ(t) |   Ú  | £/i(0) |   +  | £7,(0) |   +  f   | Y+i(s)S(s) | ds.
J o

The following lemma [2] can now be applied:

Lemma. Let hi, h2, gi, g2 be non-negative functions of t over the interval

Orgi^/i; let hi, h2 be continuous and gi, g2 integrable over this interval.

If hi, hi satisfy the inequalities:

hi(l), h2(t) g M+  f [hi(s)gi(s) + h2(s)g2(s)]ds
J 0

where M is constant, then :
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hi(t), h2(t) S M exp|   f {gi(s) + gt(s)}ds\, 0 ¡St t ¿ h,

Consequently, if S(t) is L(0, oo) then

| Yi(t) |   à il Ui(0) |   + | £7,(0) | ] exp [ j ' | S(s) | <fe] ,

| F2(0 |   g [ | £7X(0) |   +  | £7,(0) | ] exp £ J   | S(s) \ ds~] ■

Yi(t) and Y2(t) are, therefore, bounded for all t, if S(t) is L(0, 00) and

X is such that Ui(0) and U2(0) are bounded. Hence, for large t, Ui(t)

= 0{e-ia<"} and U2(t)=0{e~ia^}.

For a fixed X in the upper half plane as /—» 00 this gives

Ui(l,X) = e-^{M+(X)+o(l)},

U2(t,X) = e-^{N+(X) + o(l)},

where

U2(0)      Ui(0)       1   r-
M+(X) =-7^ + ——-ei-^S(s)U1(s)ds,

2i 2 2i J 0

Ui(0)      17,(0)       1   C°°
N+(X) = -—t- H-+ — I    e*»c>5(j) Z7i(j)d».

2i 2 2 J 0

In a similar fashion when lma(0—>— 00 and consequently e'a(<)

—>oo one can show that

U:(t,X) = e*M{M-(\) + o(i)),

U2(t,X) =^«){A-(X) + 0(1)}

where

U2(0)      Ui(0)      1

\i 2 2i

Ui(0)   ,   Ui(0)   .

/I 00

e-i"MS(s)Ui(s)ds,
0

Ui(Q)       Ui(0)        1    /•-
iv-(x) =-^ + —i-i + — j   er*»c)1s(J)r71(J)¿J.

2i 2 2 J 0

5. The Wronskian of <f> and 9. From the basic transformation it

follows that:

Ui(0) = F(0)x2(0)    and    17,(0) = - F^^x^O) + G(0)x,(0).
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Furthermore, corresponding to the two linear independent solutions:

<b(t, X) and 6(t, X) of the equation (1) one obtains

ÏM0) = ^(0) cos ß, Utt(0) = + F-^O) sin ß + G(0) cos ß,

Uie(0) = - F(0) sin ß,      U2e(0) = + i^'(0) cos ß - G(0) sin ß.

If X is assumed to be real then from equations (7) and relations (9)

it follows that

Ui(t, X) = p(X) sin «(0 + r(X) cos a(t) + o(l),

U2(t, X) = - i>(X) sin a(t) + p(X) cos <*(/) + o(l),

where

M(X) = U,(0) +  f   Ui(s)S(s) cos a(s)ds,

/, 00

Ui(s)S(s) sin a(s)ds.
o

The integrals in these two relations converge uniformly in X and hence

p, v are continuous and bounded functions of X. Again, it has been

assumed that S(t) is L(0, »).

The Wronskian of <f> and 6 is given by

Wt[<b, 6] = 4>i82 - d,26i = 1.

From the basic transformation one obtains

W,[4>, 0] = UnU2t - UHUu

= (pen — P*v«) + o(l)-

Consequently, when /—» »,

pevj, — ptv» = 1.

Also, it follows that neither piy v$ nor pe, v$ can vanish simultaneously

for the same X.

6. The nature of the spectrum. It was noted in the preliminaries

that the system (1) has a two component vector solution

*(i, X) = d(t, X) + m(X)d>(t, X)

which is L2(0, ») for values of X for which Im X^O. The functions <f>

and 9 separately do not belong to L2(0, »). The nonintegrability of

<j> and 6 can be verified by observing that

F-i(i) = {X + q¿t)} »'«{fc + fiW}-1"
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cannot vanish in a manner which will compensate for the growth of

the term e~iat-t) when Im «(/)—»+ » (or of the term eiaW when

Im a(t)—r— »).

When Im «(/)—>+ » it follows that

-Sri = 0i + m (X)4>i

= e~iaW[GM+» - FN+e + m+{GM¡ - F N't] + o(l)],

*t = dt + m+(X)d>t = e~™W[F~~lM+e + m+F+M4, + o(1)].

If * is to be L2(0, ») it follows that

MÎ(X) G(t)MÎ(X) - F(t)N+e(X)
m+(X) =-= — lim- •

M0+(X) i-.,G(t)Mt(\) - F(l)Nf(X)

These formulas are also suitable when Im a(t)—>— » providing m+(X)

is replaced by m~ÇX) and M+, N+, are replaced respectively by M~,

N-.
In the situation where the condition (1) of §4 applies for r^O one

has

M~l(X) = —1~-tMO) + iUiM-  f   eia^S(s)F(s)ci2(s)dt\,

where

Ua,(0) = F-^O) sin ß + G(Ö) cos ß,

UitW) = F(Ö) cos ß.

Consequently,

M\(X) - - — k(X) - *V,(X)J.
2i

In a similar fashion

Jtft(X) = - — MX) - ivt(X)],
2î

¿tf(x) = - Mx) - »v«(x)3,

a^(x) = - k(x) - w,(X)J.

Analogous expressions hold for Af~ and N~. Formally, therefore,
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,„, P»P* + vtv* i
m+(\) =-

ßi + vi ni + v£

Hence

1
Im m+(\) = —

ni + vi

and

1
Im m~(\) = -;

ßi + vi

In both cases Im m+(X) and Im m~(X) are continuous, nonvanishing

functions of X. The spectral distribution function will be continuous

in this case and the interval of the real X-axis under consideration

will be in the continuous spectrum.

Next, assume that condition (ii) is satisfied for /^0 and that S(t)

and a(t) are imaginary while F(t) is complex. From the definition one

has

Ml = —   -F-l(0) sin ß - G(0) cos ß + iF(0) cos ß
2i L

-  f   eia^S(s)F(s)d>2(s)ds1.

Now it is easily seen that 7^(0 =eiTli\F(t) \ ,G(t)=e~"li\G(t)\. Conse-

quently, e~TiliMjf is real. In a similar fashion M«+, Nf, Nt, Mf, Mr,

N¿~, Nf can be shown to be real when multiplied either by eiT,i or

e-i>/4 Therefore, m+(X) and m~(X) are meromorphic functions of X

because they are the ratio of integral functions. The discontinuity

points of the spectral distribution function are the poles of the mero-

morphic functions m+(X) or m~(X) and the interval of the real X-axis

under consideration will be in the point spectrum.

For a fixed real X and given ci(0 and g2(0 the functions a(t), F(t)

and 5(0 may not satisfy conditions (i) or (ii) separately for all t. How-

ever, if t is chosen larger than some <¿, a(t), F(t) and S(t) will satisfy

only one of the conditions (i) or (ii) for t^tz,. The character of m+(X)

and m~(X) is then determined in the previous fashion where, how-

ever, the formulas are altered appropriately.

For the cases listed in §4 the following may be noted:

Case (1) and (2) point spectrum — <» <X< oo,

Case (3) and (4) continuous spectrum — oo <X < oo,
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Case (5) and (6) continuous spectrum 0 <X < », point spectrum
-» <X<0,

Case (7) and (8) point spectrum 0 <X < », continuous spectrum
-» <X<0,

Case (9) point spectrum Qi < X < Q2, continuous spectrum

X<min[Qi, Q2], X>max[Qi, Q2}.
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A METHOD OF APPROXIMATING THE ZEROS OF
FUNCTIONS BY QUADRATIC FORMULAS1

STEPHEN KULIK

1. Introduction. The problem of approximating two zeros of a given

function by solving a quadratic equation was discussed in a number

of papers [l; 2;4; 5 ; 7 ]. In this paper we present a general method of

deriving quadratic equations the two roots of which would approxi-

mate two zeros of an analytic function f(z). A function f(z)/g(z, u),

instead of f(z), is considered, where g(z, u) is another appropriately

chosen analytic function. By varying the parameter u, and keeping

the initial approximation to the zeros unchanged, the final approxima-

tions can be improved or another pair of zeros approximated. The

exact values of the zeros are determined as limits of the expressions

approximating them.

2. The general method. Let f(z) and g(z, u) be analytic functions
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